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© Paddy Grove

ACROSS
9. Beastly row about age (7)

10. City or country having nothing (7)
11. Couple asking whether you're in

debt? (3)
12. Deduce absence of fire (7)
13. A pint? Absolutely! (3, 4)
14. Gives fish as greeting (9)
16. Hide, having exerted influence

vociferously (5)
17. Anagram of thirty three letters flying

around (7)
20. Spring celebration in London district

(7)
21. Lake made by reservists with

gardening tool (5)
22. Treatment that breaks the mould? (9)
26. Fourth part of volume on Her Majesty

(7)
28. Put faith in leading Toys R Us rocker

(7)
30. Target one in a million (3)
31. Cockney says the man's started to

relax (4, 3)
32. One real mixed-up girl (7)

DOWN
1. Aquatic pet not good, having lost tip

of fin, and getting on a bit (6)

2. Scientist smelling inside of garbage
container (6)

3. One who can't be 28 in line up (4)
4. In middle of safari, rode back in top

gear (6)
5. Nightlight makes heartless idiot smile

(8)
6. Level off pitch (4)
7. Away from the public, but snapshots

captured here (2, 6)
8. He may give you a fashion tip from

France (8)
15. Small shrew or fish (5)
16. Writers from 8 losing way (5)
17. Opposing endless search for old

collectibles (8)
18. Practise wiggling ears here (8)
19. Salty preservative from food thrown

up in elevator (4, 4)
23. Spice or jewel container overturned

(6)
24. Desired outcome of camping,

perhaps (6)
25. Last point under development (6)
27. Hard-line communist is wrong, on

reflection (4)
29. Employed American boy (4)


